(2) 行事予定

■2017年

Shanghai Marriott Hotel City Centre, Shanghai, China
June 4-8, 2017
https://sofe2017.princeton.edu/

9/12~15 International Scientific Forum «Nuclear Science and Technologies», dedicated
to the 60th anniversary of the Institute of Nuclear Physics
September 12-15, 2017
Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan
Sep. 12-15, 2017

9/18~22 The 2nd edition of the International Fission School & Workshop
(FIESTA2017)
Santa Fe, NM, U.S.A.
Sep. 17-22, 2017
http://t2.lanl.gov/fiesta2017/

9/18~22 Sixteenth International Symposium on Capture Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy
and Related Topics (CGS16)
Shanghai, China
September 18-22, 2017
https://indico.leeinst.sjtu.edu.cn/event/12/
9/18–29  Joint ICTP-IAEA Workshop on Monte Carlo Radiation Transport and Associated Data Needs for Medical Applications
Trieste, Italy
September 18–29, 2017
http://indico.ictp.it/event/7992/

Seoul, Korea
September 24–29, 2017
http://www.global2017.org/

9/25–29  13th International Symposium on Fusion Nuclear Technology (ISFNT-13)
Miyakomesse, Kyoto, Japan
September 25–29, 2017
http://www.isfnt-13.org/

Halong City, Vietnam
September 25–30, 2017
https://ispun.vn/

10/2–6  4th International Workshop on Nuclear Data Covariance
Aix en Provence, France
October 2–6, 2017
http://www.cw2017.com/

10/2–13  Joint ICTP-IAEA Workshop on the Evaluation of Nuclear Reaction Data for Applications
ICTP, Trieste, Italy
October 2 – 13, 2017
http://indico.ictp.it/event/7994/
10/25  From nuclear data to a reliable estimate of spent fuel decay heat (Training course)
SCK・CEN, Mol, Belgium
October 25, 2017

11/13~15  Workshop on TALYS/TENDL developments
Nuclear Physics Institute of the CAS, Prague, Czech Republic
November 13-15, 2017
(HP 準備中)

12/9~13  4th DAE-BRNS Theme Meeting on Generation and use of Covariance Matrices in the Applications of Nuclear Data
Manipal University, Manipal, India
December 9-13, 2017
http://iclaa2017.com/theme-meeting/

最新の情報は、http://wwwndc.jaea.go.jp/Mtgs/index.html をご覧ください。